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monarchs, and to call it a betrayal of national or democratic
interest. We shall see this tendency carried to startling length,
and ultimately involving leaders of democratic thought and
their apologists in strange contradictions, but the starting-
point of what we must finally call aberrations and even betrayal
of real democracy was a reasonable enough application of
democratic first principles.
All the elements of the democratic faith united, in fact, to
give it a distinctly nationalist and even aggressive quality. In
the Europe of the thirties and forties, no less than in the
Europe of the revolutionary era, France was, or at least seemed
to be, the one country in which Radical Democracy had any real
future, and the deeper the belief of the individual Democrat in
the universality of his faith, the greater his attachment to the
revolutionary tradition, the more inclined he was to ascribe to
the France of his day, as to the France of 1790, the task of
giving to the world " freedom," if need be by force of arms.
" Conquest " is of course deprecated. But while " France does
not desire subjects, she desires to save the world. She is the
sower of Thought. Gloriously unable to become fixed or static,
France is like the Nile: what she submerges and covers over
she fertilizes—and then she passes on. All the more reason,
therefore, for her keeping watch over her forces, for the other
peoples who are moving towards freedom would suffer from
our weakening, while our defeats would imperil civilization/'
And Louis Blanc, Socialist as he was, concludes that " to
spread out, to overflow, is a duty. What France fails to get in
heroic adventures she will get in popular risings. Her prosperity
is a necessary guarantee against internal troubles."1 And this
idea of a world-wide mission on behalf of democracy and
civilization, requiring strong armies and a vigorous foreign
policy, is to be found in virtually every spokesman of the
democratic idea.
The trouble was that this mystical militarism fitted in but too
well with the national temperament of the period. Nineteenth-
century France was warlike; contemporary testimonies to this
are overwhelming. To the significant passage from Louis
1 Histoire deDix Am, v., p, 504.

